For a chaotic system, a noisy trajectory diverges rapidly from the true trajectory with the same initial condition. To understand in what sense the noisy trajectory reflects the true dynamics of the actual system, we developed a rigorous procedure to show that some true trajectories remain close to the noisy one for long times. The procedure involves a combination of containment, which establishes the existence of an uncountable number of true trajectories close to the noisy one, and refinement, which produces a less noisy trajectory. Our procedure is applied to noisy chaotic trajectories of the standard map and the driven pendulum. 
The refinement computations are carried out using higher accuracy than the noise le~el of {p"}"=o.We used 96-bit (-10 ) arithmetic for the refinement step. The pseudotrajectory {p"}"-o is less noisy than the original {p"}"-o.In fact, when the refinement step is iterated, the procedure is superconvergent: The number of significant digits typically doubles on each iteration of the process. Of course, at a glitch no decrease in the noise may be possible.
In conclusion, we have a rigorous procedure to shadow noisy trajectories by true trajectories for nonhyperbolic systems, which are the systems typically found in nonlinear dynamics. To obtain parallelograms and optimal bounds on the shadowing distance, we combine the procedure for the containment of a true trajectory with the @"+) =L"(a"u"+P"s") -(r)"+( u"+ )+g"+(s"+) ), (7) where @n+~=a"~lu"+~+ pn+ lsn+~. The unit vectors follow the linearized map. The substitution of Eqs. (2) in (7) yields recursive relations for {a"}"=o and {p"}"=n. .
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procedure for the refinement of the noisy trajectory. 
